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1. Introduction 
The proposed works, comprising the construction of a public access Recreational Trail from 

Ballyconnell to Bellaheady Bridge, along the south bank of the Shannon-Erne Waterway along the 

Woodford River Section and within Waterways Ireland’s landholding, will be completed under the 

existing Part 8 planning consent (Cavan Co. Co.; 5th October 2017).  

The measures for the protection of ecological sensitivities outlined in this document will form a key 

component of the measures to be delivered by the Contractor and the Proponent on site, to be 

developed in advance of the Contract appointment and will be integrated into the Contractor’s 

Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). The requirements outlined in this document 

are advisory, setting out a course of action to achieve compliance on site  with reference to the 

specification of the existing planning consent and conditions stipulated by the Senior Executive 

Planner in granting Part 8 approval (see Appendix 1).  

The appointed Contractor must comply with and implement all relevant Irish and EU safety, health 

and environmental legislation. The Contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that any developments 

or changes to regulation and environmental legislation are complied with, including but not limited to 

those requirements set out herein. 

2. Construction Management Structure 

2.1 Communication 
 

The Contractor shall employ a suitably experienced and qualified Environmental Site Representative 

(ESR) to undertake implementation of the Contractor’s CEMP, in respect of all environmental 

requirements.  

• The ESR shall be present on-site whenever work is in progress. Environmental Roles and 

Responsibilities for the Contractor’s site team and the procedures that will be followed to achieve 

the overall aims for the contract will be set out in the Contractor’s CEMP.  

o The ESR shall be the point of contact for dealing with environmental issues for WI, as 

well as for the Contractor’s employees, sub-contractors, relevant 

authorities/environmental bodies, and members of the public. This will include the 

provision of environmental tool-box talks and inductions for all site-staff on site at any 

given time in order to ensure the ecological sensitivities and requirements are 

communicated to all operatives. Their role may also involve communications with 

staff of Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) and National Parks and Wildlife Services (NPWS). 

• The Contractor will provide a hierarchy of communication outlining the roles and responsibilities 

for their team, with particular reference to environmental management, compliance and 

emergency procedures. This will be set out in the Contractor’s CEMP. 

• Waterways Ireland, as the Employer, will provide ecological advisory input throughout 

construction to advise on mitigation implementation and for the review and approval of works 

Method Statements which relate to ecological sensitivities via the WI Environment Team.  

• The Contractor will be responsible for obtaining relevant ecological licensing requirements; for 

instance relating to disturbance of features with suitability for roosting bats, or habitats 

containing crayfish, lamprey, or nesting birds.  

o Waterways Ireland will work with the Contractor to assist in obtaining the required 

consents and licences. 
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2.2 Emergency Response 
• The Contractor shall develop an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) based on standard protocols, 

outlining the chain of  communication and responsibility for action. This must account for 

potential events on site including flooding, significant rainfall, pollution event / contaminant spill, 

etc.  

• The Contractor must identify relevant staff, trained in the use of spill kits and emergency response 

procedures.  

• A spill kit shall be maintained at a designated refuelling location within the compound in good 

working order, and checked daily.  

• Spill kits will additionally be carried with each working crew. Any hydrocarbon leakages or 

spillages will be notified to the ESR. 

• Any spill kit items used in the course of works should be appropriately disposed of and all used 

items should be replenished back to the on-site spill kits.  

• Emergency Response requirements will be displayed at specific locations throughout the site. 

2.3 Documentation 
• The Environmental Management Measures shall be incorporated into the Contractor’s CEMP, as 

more certainty in terms of the proposed layout, construction methods and programme of works 

are finalised by the Contractor.  

• The Contractor’s CEMP will be finalised prior to commencement of construction and with the 

approval of Waterways Ireland . 

• The Contractor will be responsible for providing separate task-specific method statements for the 

different elements of the project, addressing the construction items identified below, as well as 

those elements identified in the Contract Documents.  

• The Contractor’s Method Statement will itemise each work step sequentially, identifying the 

machinery / equipment required and how works set up, completion and demobilisation will be 

undertaken for each component. 

2.4 Timing of Works – Environmental Scheduling 
• Precise timings and phasing of the proposed works are not known at this stage, as this will be 

dependent upon the approval of funding to complete the works.  

• Planning consent is in place, and Contractor appointment will immediately follow confirmation 

of project budget approval. Therefore, it is possible that works will take place within the winter 

season 2019/20. Works completed within this forecasted period will require approval and formal 

derogation from Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI). 

• Taking account of the absence of a salmonid fishery (no spawning or nursery habitat) within the 

affected reach of the Woodford River, it is considered that there is no rationale to require the 

cessation of works within the salmonid close season (October-May inclusive), but it has been 

communicated to Waterways Ireland that a derogation for working instream during this period 

will be required. 

• The breeding bird closed season provided for in Article 40 of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act will 

apply; this requires works to clear ground, trees and scrub to cease between March to August 

inclusive. Any works within this period requires approval and derogation from National Parks and 

Wildlife Service (NPWS). These seasonality constraints are also captured in the Part 8 consent. 

• Timing of ecological protection measures must take account of the requirement for the lamprey 

and crayfish salvage and translocation works to be completed under licence by qualified fisheries 

biologists / aquatic ecologists. 
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o This will comprise a Section 14 licence from IFI (Department of Communications) or in 

conjunction with IFI staff for lamprey and a Section 23/34 licence from NPWS for White-

clawed crayfish. 

• Adherence to work hours for traffic management and public interaction will be implemented in 

line with further stipulations in the Contract Documents. 

3. Ecological Management for Construction Elements 
The works method statement to be completed by the Contractor shall incorporate the following 

methods for protection of environmental and ecological sensitivities. 

3.1 Site Access and Vegetation Clearance 
1. Prior to any site access and ground clearance works, WI Environment staff will accompany the 

Contractor along the works area to mark trees for retention along the route. Trees for retention 

may require trimming or pollarding or coppicing (for alder and willow, respectively) and root 

protection zones will be demarcated. 

2. Removal of hedges and trees in winter, and clearance of rank vegetation / scrub will be 

undertaken in winter outside of the bird nesting season, unless approved by WI and required 

authorisation in place. 

3. Where trees require removal, the root base will be left intact in all instances where bank removal 

and rock revetment work is not required. 

4. Where trees can be retained, adjacent to or within bank works and culvert installations, this shall 

be facilitated with regard to the required root protection zones appropriate to the size of the tree 

in question. The minimum number of trees will be removed, with trees retained where possible. 

5. In advance of bank clearance works, and prior to any bank grading or instream works, all river 

bank sections will be visually checked from a boat to identify the presence of Kingfisher nesting 

holes.  

6. If nesting burrows are identified within bank sections to be lost through revetment, these must 

be checked for presence of active nests. This will be completed by WI environment staff and any 

follow up works required will be under the direction of WI environment staff. Nests can only be 

closed under licence from NPWS, new nesting burrows will need to be integrated into suitable 

bank faces within the walkway length to offset any loss.  

7. Bank sections which are not identified for revetment or stabilisation, culvert installation or filling 

of cattle drinks will be left intact. No bank clearance will be undertaken within these sections. 

8. The baseline ecological surveys (2017/2018) did not identify otter holts within the works area. 

Prior to works commencing, pre-construction confirmatory surveys for otter are required along 

the entire length of the works area including either side of the pathway and extending up 

connecting drainage channels. The works area will be surveyed by WI environment staff to 

ascertain the presence of active otter holts and couches (resting/feeding places). Otter is listed as 

an Annex II and Annex IV species under the Habitats Regulations (2011) and it is an offence to 

disturb or destroy such sites; appropriate licencing must be in place in advance. 

9. Post and wire fencing, with sheep wire fencing, will not require specific mammal passes to be 

installed. 

10. Any trees which are identified for removal and evaluated to have a moderate-high potential as 

winter bat roosts will require a confirmatory pre-construction survey by a qualified bat ecologist 

in advance of felling. The licencing and approvals process will be supervised by WI.  

11. In the event that pre-construction, confirmatory surveys identify the presence of roosting bats, 

despite the findings of the original baseline surveys, additional protocols for tree-felling and 

associated mitigation would depend on the numbers and species present, and would be subject 

to licensing from the NPWS. Measures could include hand removal of individual branches, under 
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supervision of an ecologist licensed to handle bats. It is emphasised that baseline ecological 

surveys have not identified trees with high bat roost potential on site. 

3.2 Access Haul Road 
The construction access road does not require instream access or removal of instream material. 

Measures for the protection of fisheries, crayfish and protected aquatic ecological interests will be 

addressed at culvert locations and rock revetment / bank profiling, as specified below. No machinery 

access is permitted along the access route until those measures required at such crossing points has 

been implemented. 

1. For the completion of the haul road, the Contractor shall incorporate the required protection 

measures for protected species, including crayfish and lamprey, as detailed in the respective 

sections below. 

2. The current proposal is for access at either end of the scheme, a haul route of crushed stone over 

terram will be required to support construction machinery along the route. Additional bank 

restructuring or stabilisation work will not be permitted outside of the identified required rock 

revetment areas.  

3. Bank erosion / collapse will be prevented through siting of the haul road and selection of 

appropriate machinery. 

4. Turning and passing bays will be required. These will be formed to the same specification as the 

access route, with geotextile and stone; sited at designated intervals; and marked out in advance. 

These will be located at wider portions of the existing route, avoiding low-lying ground and 

unstable banks. 

5. Any additional access points will not create a new opening off the public road, as there is no 

planning consent. Additional temporary access will not cross or adjoin any watercourses draining 

to the canal without consent from IFI and additional water quality measures will be required in 

this regard. 

6. A silt fence will be installed along the canal side of the works area, allowing the haul road 

construction to be completed inside the silt fence and a strip of grassy bank maintained at the 

water’s edge, where current bank widths allow. The silt fence will be staged to accommodate 

access to the canal bank where required for instream works (e.g. revetment, culverts, cattle 

drinks) as works progress. Once the haul road construction is completed, section by section, the 

silt fencing can be deployed to the next haul road construction section. 

7. At the terminal ends of each section of silt fence, the fence will be turned back in an arc towards 

the landward fence, away from the watercourse, to prevent washout and capture lateral water 

movement. 

8. The silt fence will be installed using industry standard silt-fence material, dug into the earth/sod 

at the base and staked out following suppliers specification. 

9. Sourcing of stone material will be in line with requirements specified in the Part 8 consent, 

limestone material is required within limestone bedrock geology and sandstone material where 

the bedrock geology is acidic sandstone to ensure water quality protection. 

10. Prior to commencement of works and ahead of any ground clearance, the contactor will be 

required to provide Construction Management Measures detailing pollution control, storage and 

management of hazardous substances, waste management, flood risk management and 

emergency action protocols with regard to water quality protection. These will be reviewed and 

approved by Waterways Ireland Environment Section before machinery/equipment is deployed 

to site. 
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3.3 Rock Revetment 
For the completion of rock revetment works, the Contractor shall incorporate the required protection 

measures for protected species, including crayfish and lamprey, as detailed below. 

1. Submerged bank material will be graded below waterlevel and not removed from the 

watercourse. It is expected that this will be undertaken by pushing the existing slumped bank 

material out into the channel to create the required grade for placement of revetment stone. This 

will result in the mobilisation of fine silt and substrate in the river channel; however, it is not 

considered feasible to install a silt curtain within the Woodford River. Furthermore, such silt 

control measures are considered counter-productive to the lamprey management. 

2. Bank and instream grading will only be carried out on one side of the canal and will not extend 

beyond the thalweg (centre of the navigation). The navigation invert level will not be altered. 

3. Bank regrading in advance of stone placement will give rise to increased suspended solids in the 

watercourse. Bank material above the water level is not to be pushed into the water but graded 

back for use in reinstatement. The majority of the channel is comprised of compacted gravel 

substrate, the only soft material is expected to be associated with slumped banks and culvert / 

cattle drink locations. No soil or spoil material is identified for removal off-site.  

4. No bank clearance or grading will be undertaken, except at locations specified for rock revetment 

works. Compaction and final grade will be achieved only following the initial dispersal of soft 

substrate which may contain lamprey. 

5. No land-based machinery is permitted to access instream within the river (e.g. tracking / 

compaction) for undertaking instream works. 

6. Prior to any machinery entering the watercourse, a test for lamprey abundance will be completed 

with IFI staff utilising a sample bucket dig and sorting on the bankside. Additional sweep-net silt 

sampling can be undertaken as required, to be completed by WI Environment staff to determine 

whether lamprey juveniles (ammocoetes) are present. If sweep-net sampling access is difficult, an 

excavator bucket will be used to take a test sample for sorting on the bankside. Initial silt / 

substrate sampling has indicated compacted sediment within the works area and low potential 

for juvenile lamprey. 

7. Where lamprey are found to occur, an estimate of abundance (per m2) will be undertaken for each 

works section where positive records are found.  

8. It is proposed that the bank grading works will proceed in a slow manner and the material 

disturbance, pushed out from the bank, will cause many of the lampreys to disperse in the current. 

It is proposed not to remove the surface silt substrate from the water, rather let the material 

disperse within the canal and allow lamprey to relocate downstream. 

9. Crayfish often utilise clay banks, burrowing holes in the bank as refuges, or using cobble, boulder 

and tree roots to hide beneath. Each rock revetment works area will be hand-searched under 

licence by WI Environment staff under licence, or by a suitably qualified aquatic ecologist. Crayfish 

trapping will be completed at three locations along the entirety of the works reach, using standard 

Trappy crayfish traps to evaluate presence / absence and abundances should this species occur 

within the works area.  

10. Should Crayfish be present, these will be collected where accessible and stored during the salvage 

operation in buckets filled with canal water. Crayfish will be translocated to an undisturbed 

location downstream of each works location. The priority is to minimise time out of the water and 

to ensure careful and timely relocation to the canal main channel. 

11. Stone to be used must be fully washed at the quarry / source location. Sourcing of stone material 

will be in line with requirements specified in the Part 8 consent, limestone material is required 

within limestone bedrock geology and sandstone material where the bedrock geology is acidic 

sandstone to ensure water quality protection. 
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12. Silt loading must be managed visually on site based on the plume / washout when dumped in the 

river. If stone loads arrive on site unwashed, the next loads will not be permitted for unloading 

until evidence of washing is provided. 

3.4 Culverts 
For the completion of culverts, the Contractor shall incorporate the required protection measures for 

protected species, including crayfish and lamprey, as detailed below. 

1. Installation of pre-cast culverts and associated precast headwalls and bank rock armouring will be 

undertaken in the dry. Drain blocking on the up-gradient side of the drain and at the down-

gradient side at the canal bank will be required. Material removed will be stored on site on the 

landward side of the access track for future reinstatement. 

2. The culvert works area will be contained at the canal bank side by a silt curtain extending across 

the width of the works area, tied in to the canal bank and anchored to the canal bed using chain 

and additional weights if necessary to achieve a seal. It will be necessary to install the silt curtain 

on the upstream side of the canal bank at an acute angle, extending downstream,  the necessary 

distance to deflect flow. Support stakes driven into the canal bed will be required to support the 

structure.  

3. Dewatering of the sealed works area will discharge to a standing settlement tank / siltbuster and 

then over grass in the adjoining lands; there will be no discharge directly to the canal. 

4. Where there is an inflow to the upstream side of the sealed drainage channel, or in instances 

where the culvert is to be installed in a stream channel, overflow pumping will be required from 

the upstream side to the canal downstream. Over-pumping will take clean water from the 

upstream side of the dam and discharge to the canal outside of the downstream silt curtain which 

is protecting the canal bank.  

5. The silt fencing described above will be tied in on the upper canal bank at each culvert crossing, 

utilising the required arc formation to prevent material washing out from the culvert access point 

or haul road into the canal. 

6. All concrete works required for culvert installation will be completed in the dry. 

7. Once culvert installation is complete, the culvert will be rewetted from the upstream side first and 

then the downstream side to allow mobilised material to settle within the works area prior to 

connection to the canal. 

8. The potential for lamprey and crayfish to occur within the works area is elevated at required 

culvert crossings, where drainage channels and minor streams contribute habitat diversity and 

fine sediment to the margins of the Woodford channel.  

9. Prior to any culvert location crossing, including those required for the access road, lamprey 

presence or absence will be undertaken at each culvert location using a sweep-net silt sample, or 

a machinery bucket and hand-searching test. Where lamprey ammocoetes are found to occur 

within the fully culvert works area in densities of greater than 10 lamprey/m3 then recovery 

process would be implemented with a salvage and translocation exercise. This includes culvert 

works areas to be dewatered for the installation of the culvert structures. 

10. The salvage operation will be undertaken once the required works area has been sealed. This will 

comprise hand-searching of silt material excavated from the works area and deposited on the 

bank; to be undertaken by IFI staff or WI Environment staff or their substitutes, following approval. 

11. Lamprey will be collected in buckets, filled with canal water, and translocated to an undisturbed 

location downstream of each works element. The priority is to minimise time out of the water and 

to ensure careful and timely relocation to the canal main channel. 

12. Prior to any culvert location crossing, including those required for the access road, crayfish  

presence or absence will be undertaken at each culvert location using a sweep-net sample, and 
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hand-searching, to be completed by an aquatic ecologist under licence from NPWS. Where 

crayfish are found to occur within the works area, including the entire area to be dewatered for 

the installation of the culvert structure, it will be necessary to salvage and translocate all 

individuals. 

13. The salvage operation will be undertaken once the required works area has been sealed. This will 

comprise hand-searching of silt material excavated from the works area and deposited on the 

bank; to be undertaken by a qualified and experienced fisheries biologist or aquatic ecologist, 

either by WI Environment staff, their representatives, or IFI. 

14. Crayfish will be collected in buckets, filled with canal water, and translocated to an undisturbed 

location downstream of each works element. The priority is to minimise time out of the water and 

to ensure careful and timely relocation to the canal main channel. 

15. Silt material excavated from each culvert location will be utilised within the landscape 

reinstatement where possible, or disposed of off-site. 

3.5 Dewatering (Culverts / Drain Crossings)  
For all dewatering, the Contractor shall incorporate the required protection measures for protected 

species, including crayfish and lamprey. 

1. Prior to dewatering from instream sections, including land drains / minor stream crossings, it will 

be necessary for a qualified ecologist or fisheries biologist to check for lamprey, crayfish and 

fisheries interests. This will be completed by WI Environment staff, their representatives, or IFI. 

2. Electrofishing will be required within all dammed instream sections of the canal to remove 

lamprey, eels, crayfish, etc. prior to dewatering. 

3. When pumping from the dewatered sections, the Contractor will ensure the pump is set up above 

the silt bottom to minimise draw of silt. Pumped out water will be directed over clean grassy 

ground to allow settlement of silt and turbidity prior to return to the canal.  

4. Silt load / turbidity affecting the canal will be monitored visually. If a silt plume is observed passing 

Ballyconnell Bridge and reported to the Contractor’s Environmental Site Representative, by 

Contractor Staff or WI staff, then ameliorative action will be taken. This may include a pause or 

slow-down of silt-causing activities; additional silt curtain / water treatment measures; or a 

diversion to alternative activities on the site. 

3.6 Cattle drinks 
For the completion of cattle drinks, the Contractor shall incorporate the required protection measures 

for protected species, including crayfish and lamprey, as detailed below. 

1. The works method statement for infilling, stabilisation and formation of the cycleway across 

existing cattle drinks shall require a silt fence on either bank and a silt curtain in the canal across 

the works area, following the same approach as outlined for culverts above. 

2. The potential for lamprey to occur within the works area is elevated at existing cattle drink 

depressions, where cattle poaching and bank erosion contribute fine sediment to the margins of 

the Woodford channel.  

3. Prior to any infill of these cattle drink sites, including those required for the access road, lamprey 

presence or absence will be undertaken at each location using a sweep-net silt sample, or a 

machinery bucket and hand-searching test. Where lamprey are found to occur within the works 

area, including the entire area to be dewatered, it will be necessary to salvage and translocate 

lamprey ammocoetes. If dewatering is not proposed, and bank grading will be completed as per 

revetment works, the lamprey protection measures will be completed as for revetment works 

outlined above. 
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4. The salvage operation will be undertaken once the required works area has been sealed. This will 

comprise hand-searching of silt material excavated from the works area and deposited on the 

bank; to be undertaken by a qualified and experienced fisheries biologist or aquatic ecologist. 

5. Lamprey will be collected in buckets, filled with canal water, and translocated to an undisturbed 

location downstream of each works element. The priority is to minimise time out of the water and 

to ensure careful and timely relocation to the canal main channel. 

6. Silt material excavated from each culvert location will be utilised within the landscape 

reinstatement where possible, or disposed of off-site. 

7. Where crayfish are found to occur within the works area, including the entire area to be 

dewatered, it will be necessary to salvage and translocate. If dewatering is not proposed, and bank 

grading will be completed as per revetment works, the crayfish protection measures will be 

completed as for revetment works outlined above. The presence of roots and shallow sections 

within the canal at these drinks increases the potential for crayfish. 

8. The salvage operation will be undertaken once the required works area has been sealed. This will 

comprise hand-searching of silt material excavated from the works area and deposited on the 

bank; to be undertaken by a qualified and experienced aquatic ecologist, as described above, 

under licence from NPWS. 

9. Crayfish will be collected in buckets, filled with canal water, and translocated to an undisturbed 

location downstream of each works element. The priority is to minimise time out of the water and 

to ensure careful and timely relocation to the canal main channel. 
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Appendix 1. Lamprey Survey Results 
 

 

 

Astonishingly we were able to assess and rank 33 features in total throughout the day between full 

culverts, low spot culverts and drinkers, which as an exercise in river assessment alone is some 

achievement, and which couldn’t have been done without the very willing cooperation of the boat 

and rescue boat crew – so please send on our huge thanks to all the lads involved.  

 

Results: We found total of 10 Lamprey throughout the day, spread over 5 of the culvert locations. 

Given the locations of the revetment along fast flowing sections and the total lack of fine silts being 

retained there, lamprey habitat was not present, so hence we concentrated on the culvert sections 

where there was a possibility of some silts being trapped. Finding suitable soft silty habitat was difficult 

enough owing to the fast flowing nature of the Woodford River and the lack of suitable bays to hold 

any deposited silts.  

Methodology: 6t Digger took bucket samples at each location from pontoons floated to each location 

using the WI Inishfendra Work Boat. Contents of each bucket were searched for on the deck of the 

pontoons and results of finds recorded by Ecologist   

We’d like to highlight a number of things from our days exercise. 

1. We would like with your agreement, once construction commences, to try and attempt to 
be onsite to carry out Lamprey salvage at the five positive sites, we found yesterday. While 
the threshold for salvage had been agreed at >10, we feel given the small numbers (max 4 at 
one site) it would still be desirable to attempt to be present on site to recover any lamprey 
that could be present at those sites. Daireann will be updating the Environmental 
Management Proposals with the wording  along the lines that “Waterways Ireland 
Environmental Staff aim to attend the works site to determine if salvage is required when 
works are being carried out at the 5 culvert sites where lamprey were found”. It will show to 
IFI and NPWS that we are committed to the protection of all species. In reality, provided we 
have a good communication with the contractor foreman/Engineer there should little or no 
delay potential for us being present to inspect the material as its being dug out in 
preparation for the installation of the culverts.  

2. Removal of reference/need to construct an Artificial Otter Holt – on the Jennings/ODonovan 
drawing 113 it makes reference to the construction of an artificial otter holt. This should be 
removed from the drawings and the requirements of the contract documents. The final 
outcome of the Otter investigations is that no Otter holt is present along the pathway route. 
Otter do use this area at times but the pathway once constructed should not impact them. 
The previous recommendations suggests building the holt on the opposite bank, but this is 
not possible as we don’t own or have access to that land. Also constructing an otter holt 
under the pathway would be unlikely to be used by otter given the likelihood of disturbance 
from the walkway.  

3. One of the very large culverts at Chainage 3000 looked more like an excavated-out boat 
siding/mini canal. Is it still proposed to retain this given that it’s not necessarily performing a 
drainage function?  

 



Site 
No. 

Inspection 
Location/ 
Chainage  

Location Description  Drawing 
Number 

Feature/ 
Type  

Material/Substrate Type and 
comments  

Lamprey 
Present 
Y/N 

Total 
Lamprey 
present 

Juveniles  Transformers  

1 4045 1st Culvert at trail bend leaving the river 
towards the road Ballyconnell end  

 
Culvert  heavy compacted silt and clay 

with some stones and gravels 
N 0 0 0 

2 4008 2nd culvert from Ballyconnell end  129  
P04.1 

Culvert  heavy compacted silt and clay 
with some soft silts  

Y 1 0 1 

3 3753 3rd culvert from Ballyconnell end  127  
P04.1 

Culvert  Clay with some sandy soft silts Y 2 2 0 

4 3658 4th Culvert  - very minor culvert with 
likelihood of lamprey present. Not 
sampled  

127  
P04.1 

Culvert  gravels only very fast flowing 
no obvious silts or clay 
present  

N 0 0 0 

5 3584 5th Culvert  - on fast flowing deep bend  126  
P04.1 

Culvert  Hard material with sticks not 
suitable habitat on fast 
flowing bend 

N 0 0 0 

6 3556 6th Culvert  - on fast flowing deep bend  126  
P04.1 

Culvert  Hard material with sticks not 
suitable habitat on fast 
flowing bend same as above -  
no test dig carried out  visual 
inspection only  

N 0 0 0 

7 3491 7th Culvert  - at the start of fast flowing 
deep bend at the end of and 
incorporated into revetment   

126  
P04.1 

Culvert  some sandy silty material with 
clay and stones  

Y 1 1 0 

8 3342 8th Culvert  - before  revetment  at large 
willow  

125  
P04.1 

Culvert  silty material with sandy clay 
substrate also present 

Y 4 3 1 

9 3255 9th Combined Drinker-small Culvert 124  
P04.1 

Culvert  Compact clay and sandy 
material with no soft silt  

N 0 0 0 

10 3000-3003 10th Large Culvert/Dug out boat channel 123  
P04.1 

Mini 
canal 
cut 

Large Rocks and Gravels  N 0 0 0 

11 2550 11th Culvert  121  
P04.1 

Culvert  light gravels and some silt  y 2 2 0 
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Site 
No. 

Inspection 
Location/ 
Chainage  

Location Description  Drawing 
Number 

Feature/ 
Type  

Material/Substrate Type and 
comments  

Lamprey 
Present 
Y/N 

Total 
Lamprey 
present 

Juveniles  Transformers  

12 2400-2402 12th Culvert/drinker at large hedgerow 120  
P04.1 

Culvert 
and 
Drinker  

All rocky substrate  N 0 0 0 

13 2345 13TH Culvert straight bank fast flow 120  
P04.1 

Culvert  Suitable silty material with 
some sandy clay  

N 0 0 0 

14 2283 13A Drinker 120  
P04.1 

Drinker  All rocky substrate  N 0 0 0 

15 2260 14th culvert  120  
P04.1 

Culvert  gravels only very fast flowing 
no obvious silts or clay 
present  - I perch caught in 
bucket and released  

N 0 0 0 

16 2249 15th Culvert  120  
P04.1 

Drinker  gravels only very fast flowing 
no obvious silts or clay 
present as above -  no test dig 
carried out  visual inspection 
only  

N 0 0 0 

17 2053 16th Culvert  119  
P04.1 

Culvert  Gravel substrate only  N 0 0 0 

18 1910 17th Culvert  119  
P04.1 

Culvert  Gravels and solid clay bank 
material 

N 0 0 0 

19 1735 18th Culvert  118  
P04.1 

Low 
land 
spot  

fast flowing water -  no test 
dig carried out  visual 
inspection only  

N 0 0 0 

20 1616 19th Culvert 118  
P04.1 

Culvert  Gravel substrate , clean water 
in bucket  

N 0 0 0 

21 1505-1515 20-21st Culverts  117  
P04.1 

Culvert  mix of sands, clay, gravels and 
silts  

N 0 0 0 

22 1505-1515 20-21st Culverts  117  
P04.1 

Culvert  mix of sands, clay, gravels and 
silts  

N 0 0 0 

23 1339 22nd Culvert 116  
P04.1 

Culvert  Gravel substrate , clean water 
in bucket  

N 0 0 0 

24 1235 23rd Culvert  116  
P04.1 

Culvert  hard compact clay and stoney 
material  

N 0 0 0 
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Site 
No. 

Inspection 
Location/ 
Chainage  

Location Description  Drawing 
Number 

Feature/ 
Type  

Material/Substrate Type and 
comments  

Lamprey 
Present 
Y/N 

Total 
Lamprey 
present 

Juveniles  Transformers  

25 1196-1200 24th Culvert  115  
P04.1 

Culvert  Gravel substrate , clean water 
in bucket  

N 0 0 0 

26 1055 25th Culvert in open field   115  
P04.1 

Culvert  Mix of stones and clay 
substrate 

N 0 0 0 

27 978 26th Culvert and Drinker 115  
P04.1 

Culvert 
and 
Drinker  

Solid stone/clay bed  N 0 0 0 

28 951 27th Culvert  115  
P04.1 

Culvert  Solid stone/clay bed  N 0 0 0 

29 920 28th and 29th small culverts  115  
P04.1 

Culvert  Solid stone/clay bed  - no test 
digs carried out  - visual 
inspection only  

N 0 0 0 

30 900 28th and 29th small culverts  115  
P04.1 

Culvert  Solid stone/clay bed  - no test 
digs carried out  - visual 
inspection only  

N 0 0 0 

31 656 30th Culvert  114  
P04.1 

Culvert  hard compact clay and stoney 
material  

N 0 0 0 

32 494 31st small culvert  113  
P04.1 

Culvert  hard compact clay and stoney 
material  

N 0 0 0 

33 410 32nd small culvert  113  
P04.1 

Culvert  hard compact clay and stoney 
material no test digs carried 
out  - visual inspection only  

N 0 0 0 

 
    

 
Total 
Lamprey 
Found 

10 8 2 

 

Note to Engineers Contractor 

as above  11/12/2019 392 

Proposed Otter holt construction no 
longer required as Otter holt confirmed 
as not present  113 P04.1 

River Bank  
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as above  11/12/2019 380 113 P04.1 

      
 


